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Abstract
Simulations of physical processes are of great importance in many areas of research.
Typically, time-dependent volume data with high resolution are generated in this con-
text. Simulations are often repeated multiple times with different setup parameters,
creating an ensemble data set containing several instances of volumetric data. The
high-dimensional nature of ensemble data prevents the application of direct visual-
ization methods and motivates automated techniques that support the visualization
of the simulation results. This thesis deals with the analysis of spatiotemporal veloc-
ity data of a liquid flowing through a channel containing a cylinder. We present a
method for the extraction of characteristic representations based on artificial neural
networks. For this purpose two different types of representations are studied: time
steps which contain the velocity vector field of the liquid flow at a specific point in
time and isolines which mark velocity vectors of a certain length. In addition, re-
sults from different simulation runs are compared pairwise and their similarity is
evaluated with a distance metric. Subsets of the simulation data, in form of the two
representations, and the calculated distance values serve as input and target output
for the supervised learning of the neural networks. For learning the distance met-
ric, we present a convolutional neural network whose architecture is adapted to the
significant size of the input data, the use of different amounts of representations and
the symmetry of the metric. The trained networks are used to predict the distances
between simulations of a separate evaluation data set. The resulting prediction accu-
racy serves as measure for the information content of the representations that were
used for the training. In addition to the technique of extracting characteristic repre-
sentations, we present methods for visualizing time steps and isolines over the entire
time series of a simulation. The effectiveness of the extraction method is discussed
in a comparison of visualizations resulting from those representations, which have
achieved the highest and lowest prediction accuracy.
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1. Introduction
The world can be understood as a plethora of complex systems interacting with each
other. Accordingly science and research seeks to understand these systems by devel-
oping models that allow to describe and understand the made observations. In this
context physical experiments and computer simulations are important research meth-
ods, which can verify and utilize models. Simulations can—with sufficiently accurate
models—supplement physical experiments or even replace them in cases where they
are too time-consuming, expensive or not feasible because of safety reasons. In many
cases one is not only interested in the results of a single simulation, but also in the
influence of the setup parameters on the simulation outcome. These parameters span
a multidimensional space where each point represents a particular set of parameters
and defines one specific simulation result. The entirety of the simulation results form
an ensemble data set.
The present work deals with the analysis of ensemble data from dynamic 2D liquid
flow simulations. It is part of research towards the development of an algorithm
for the automatic generation of visual representations from simulation data. Its first
goal is to develop Machine Learning (ML) based methods for extracting characteris-
tic visual representations which are representative for simulation runs with different
setup parameters. The second goal is to use these for visualizations which convey an
intuitive understanding of the relationship between parameter setup and simulation
outcome.
In the following section 1.1 we motivate the development of automated analysis and
guided exploration methods for ensemble data sets. Section 1.2 describes the basic
concept of our presented method. The contribution of this thesis is summarized in
section 1.3 and section 1.4 outlines the structure of the remaining work.
1.1. Motiviation
Traversing and sampling the simulation setup parameter space is computationally
expensive since each sampled parameter tuple requires calculating a simulation run
and storing the results. In addition, not all samples are equally insightful as the
influence on the simulation outcome can vary strongly in different regions of the
parameter space. Therefore the exploration requires methods which guide the process
and help to find interesting regions of the space efficiently.
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Providing an intuitive understanding by visualizing the relationship between param-
eter space and simulation results is a challenging task. Physical processes such as
the flow of liquids can be described by a mapping of a spatiotemporal domain with
three or four dimensions to a velocity vector or a scalar pressure field. The properties
of the liquid as well as the geometry of the bodies it interacts with are typical setup
parameters and introduce further dimensions into the data. The resulting high dimen-
sionality of the ensemble data makes the application of direct visualization techniques
impracticable. This motivates the development of automatic analysis methods for the
extraction of characteristic data and the generation of low-dimensional representa-
tions.
1.2. Concept
We present a method that conveys an intuitive understanding of the relationship be-
tween setup parameters and the simulation outcome in the ensemble data set by
creating characteristic visualizations, that summarize the flow resulting from the re-
spective configurations. For this purpose, low-dimensional visual representations of
the simulation data are extracted which, despite their simplifying nature, preserve
the characteristic differences between individual simulation runs. We expect that
characteristic representations summarize the progression of the liquid flow, such that
(artificial) Neural Networks (NNs) are able to predict the metric distance between a
pair of simulations based on these representations. We propose to generate different
sets of representations and to use each of them as training input for a separate NN
instance. The information content of the sets is determined based on the prediction
accuracy of the resulting networks using a separate evaluation data set. Those repre-
sentations that resulted in the network with the most accurate predictions are used to
create the characteristic visualizations.
1.3. Contribution
The main contribution of this thesis is the investigation to what extend NNs are suit-
able for the analysis of ensemble data and the extraction of characteristic visual rep-
resentations.
We explore the comparability of simulation pairs by means of an Mean Squared Error
(MSE) metric and whether NNs are able to learn this metric from simulation data
subsets in the form of two representations. It is examined whether the information
content of the representations can be evaluated on the basis of the prediction accuracy
of networks that have been trained with the same. In this context, a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) architecture is presented which is specially adapted to the
14
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significant size of the input data, the use of different amounts of representations and
the symmetry of the metric.
The following two types of representations are studied: (1) time steps which contain
the velocity vector field of the liquid flow at a specific point in time and (2) isolines
which mark velocity vectors of a certain length. We investigate the general suitability
of these representations as training inputs and how the amount of used representa-
tions influences the prediction performance of the resulting networks.
1.4. Outline
The remaining part of the present work is structured as follows:
As primary method for the analysis of the simulation data NNs or more precisely
CNNs have been chosen. In Chapter 2 – Fundamentals and Related Work we present
the basic principles of these networks and how they are trained. In addition, other
related scientific works about learning and predicting of distance metrics, generating
representations and flow visualization are presented.
In this work we specifically explore the data of 2D liquid flow simulations that feature
three ensemble parameters. In Chapter 3 – Spatiotemporal Ensemble Data Set these
parameters and the simulation setup are described, the ensemble space is defined and
different data subsets are introduced. We specify two representations of the simula-
tion data and present a metric for the calculation of the distance between different
simulation runs.
Chapter 4 and 5 contain our main contributions. We evaluate the information content
of simulation data representations by using them as training input for CNNs. The
trained networks are used to predict the distance between pairs of simulations and
their prediction accuracy is used as measure for said information content. Chapter 4 –
Learning and Predicting Distances Between Simulations describes the architecture
of the utilized networks and the design choices that lead to this layout. Furthermore
the influence of the amount of representations used for training on the resulting pre-
diction performance is studied and results for the actual prediction are presented.
Chapter 5 – Extraction of Visual Representations shows how the described CNN is
utilized to determine the most characteristic representations. We present the results
of two experiments for the extraction of both representation types. The most and least
characteristic representations are used to visualize the simulations of the evaluation
data set. The respective figures are compared in order to show the effectivity of the
presented method.
The final Chapter 6 – Conclusion summarizes the results of this thesis, discusses
insights gained and suggests topics for future research.
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2. Fundamentals and Related Work
In this work we use (artificial) Neural Networks (NNs) or, more precisely, Convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to evaluate the information content of simulation
data subsets. Section 2.1 describes the basic principles of these two types of networks
and how they are trained in a supervised learning process.
Our application scenario uses CNNs to predict metric distances and to extract char-
acteristic representations for the visualization of time-dependent liquid flow. In sec-
tion 2.2 we summarize related scientific work about learning and predicting distance
metrics, generating representations and visualizing flow fields.
2.1. Basic Concepts of Artifical Neural Networks
Machine Learning (ML) is a generic term for computational methods that attempt
to learn and model the assumed causal relationship between input x and output
y from sample data. In this context NNs are a specialized method for modeling
nonlinear functions that is roughly based on the functioning of the human brain. A
network consists of multiple parameterized and connected units, so called neurons.
Each neuron typically receives various scalar inputs, which can be summarized as a
vector x = (x1, . . . , xn)T ∈ Rn, and outputs a single value f : Rn → R. The individual
components of the input vector xi are weighted with a trainable, multiplicative factor
wi. Moreover, a neuron can have a bias input w0, which is another trainable parameter
that does not depend on the input. The sum of the weighted inputs plus the bias are
mapped to the output via a non-linear function σ : R→ R. Typical examples are the
sigmoid function f (x) = (1 + e−x)−1, the hyperbolic tangent f (x) = tanh(x) or the
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) f (x) = max(0, x). The ReLU activation function can be
computed very fast and allows to train deep neural networks without (unsupervised)
pretraining [GBB11]. Additionally it has been shown that this activation leads to more
efficient training processes in comparison to sigmoid or tanh functions [KSH12]. In
summary, the output of a neuron is given by eq. (2.1).
f (x) = σ(w0 +
n
∑
i=1
wixi) (2.1)
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The following two sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 describe how multiple neurons are used to
form two basic types of NN. Both types are generally trained in a supervised learning
process which is described in section 2.1.3
2.1.1. Feedforward Neural Networks
A Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), or feedforward neural network, is a type of NN that
transforms the input x ∈ Rn into the output z ∈ Rd by passing it through several
layers of neurons [GBC16]. In this type of network each neuron is connected to the
output of all neurons in the preceding layer; this architecture does not contain feed-
back loops. Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of an MLP with one input and two
neuron layers.
x1
x2
xn
z1
zd
w11,1
w10,3
w1h1,d
Figure 2.1.: Architecture of an MLP with one input and two neuron layers [Kro16].
According to the network presented in fig. 2.1 we make the following definitions for
an MLP with L hidden layers and hl neurons in respective layer l [Tou16]:
• Let wl0,j be the bias parameter and wli,j the multiplicative weight to input i of the
j-th neuron in layer l ≥ 1.
• Let zlj be the output of the j-th neuron in layer l; we denote zL+1j ≡ zj and
z = (z0, . . . , zd)T.
• Let plj be the input to the j-th neuron in layer l ≥ 1:
plj(z
l−1) = ∑hl−1i=1 w
l
i,jz
l−1
i + w
l
0,j
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• The input layer represents the vector x; its nodes are equal to the components
of x:
z0j = p
0
j = xj
Accordingly, the output of the network can be computed recursively as stated in
eq. (2.2). This calculation is called forward propagation.
z = F(x) = (σ(pL+10 (z
L)), . . . , σ(pL+1d (z
L)))T (2.2)
2.1.2. Convolutional Neural Networks
CNNs are a special type of neural network containing so-called convolutional layers.
These layers are characterized by a special connection scheme and the sharing of
weight parameters [LeC+99]. They make use of the assumption that the spatial ar-
rangement of the input is not arbitrary and that neighboring values in the input data
are related to each other. CNNs have proven to be an effective tool for analyzing high-
dimensional data such as images or videos. For example the ImageNet Large Scale
Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC), a competition that evaluates algorithms for
object detection and classification, has been won by CNN based algorithms since 2012
[Rus+15].
In contrast to MLPs, neurons in convolutional layers are only connected to a local
region of the input. As a result, they have significantly less weight parameters, es-
pecially with respect to high-dimensional input. Apart from the different connection
scheme, their neurons are modeled in the same way: input values are multiplied with
a trainable weight. Before applying a non-linear activation function, they are summed
up and a bias parameter is added (see eq. (2.1) on page 17).
Neurons of convolutional layers are organized in feature maps or filters. Each neuron
of a filter is connected to a different region but shares the weight parameters with
all other nodes that belong to the same filter. A single convolutional layer can con-
tain multiple feature maps which means that a specific region of the input can be
connected to multiple neurons with independent weight parameters. The number
of filters is a hyperparameter of the layer and independent from the dimensionality
of the input values, we refer to it as N f . Convolution, i.e. the transformation of the
connected input region into a scalar, is commonly applied over two or three spatial
dimensions where each point in the domain can be vector-valued (e.g. 2D color image
with vector-valued RGB pixels). The components of an input vector are commonly
refered to as channels, we denote it with symbol Nc. The size of the processed spatial
region is specified by the kernel size, e.g. (3, 3). Each element of the tuple specifies the
number of input values (e.g. pixels) in that spatial dimension. Another parameter of
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the connection scheme is the stride, e.g. (1, 1). Its elements define the spatial offset be-
tween neighboring regions along that dimension. Figure 2.2 illustrates the described
weight sharing and connection scheme.
convolutional layerInput
Figure 2.2.: 2D convolution of input with three channels Nc = 3 with layer that has
two filters N f = 2 and kernel size (3× 3).
Another layer type that is often used in CNNs are pooling layers. They are used to re-
duce the size of the tensors forwarded through the network and to control overfitting
(see section 2.1.3 on the next page) [KJF18]. Similar to convolutional layers, neurons
in pooling layers are only connected to a local region of the output of the preceding
layer. Values in the connected region are combined into a single scalar via a func-
tion. For example, the function can calculate their average or select the respective
maximum value. These two methods are refered to as average- or max-pooling. While
the connected regions are also configured via the kernel size and stride parameters,
pooling layers do not contain trainable weight parameters or an activation function.
Figure 2.3 on the facing page illustrates the processing of a two-dimensional scalar
field (Nc = 1) via a convolutional and a max-pooling layer.
Typical CNN architectures stack multiple convolutional layers followed by a single
pooling layer. Research has shown that stacking multiple convolutional layers on top
of each other improves the performance of a network because it allows it to evolve
sophisticated filters for the detection of complicated structures in the input [KSH12].
The tensor data is reduced spatially by repeating this sequence multiple times. The
last layers of a CNN typically are dense/ fully connected like MLPs. This pattern
is summarized in eq. (2.3) on the next page [KJF18]. The three types of layers are
abbreviated with Conv (convolutional layer), Pool (pooling layer) and Dense (fully con-
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Figure 2.3.: Processing of a two-dimensional scalar field (Nc = 1) via a convolutional
layer with ReLU activation (kernel size (3× 3), stride (1× 1), N f = 2) and
a max-pooling layer (kernel size (2× 2), stride (1× 1))
nected layer). Curly and Square brackets mark required and optional components,
respectively. An asterisk denotes that the component can be repeated.
{Input} → {Conv∗ → [Pool]}∗ → {Dense}∗ (2.3)
2.1.3. Training and Evaluation
The most used approach to adapt the weights, such that the modeled function ex-
plains the observed data, is the backpropagation algorithm [RHW86]. It is a gradient
descent-based optimization method, that iteratively adjusts the weights such that the
error between the network output F(x) = z and the target values y decreases. Said
error is defined by a loss function E: it compares all samples of the training data
T = {(xk,yk) | k ∈ {1, . . . , m}} to the value predicted by the NN with a certain
weight configuration. In this work, the MSE loss function given in eq. (2.4) is used.
E(F) =
1
m
m
∑
k=1
(yk − F(xk))2 (2.4)
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Backpropagation minimizes the loss function, by calculating its gradient with respect
to the weight parameters and updating the weights with a fraction of the negative
gradient. The total derivative of the loss function with respect to any weight can be
calculated by recursively applying the chain rule as stated in eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). If
wli,j does not belong to a neuron in the output layer, then the influence of z
l
j has to be
computed as a total derivative.
dE
dwli,j
=
dE
dzlj
∂zlj
∂plj
∂plj
∂wli,j
(2.5)
dE
dzlj
=
∂E
∂zlj
+
hl+1
∑
k=1
dE
dzl+1k
∂zl+1k
∂pl+1k
∂pl+1k
∂zlj
(2.6)
The individual weights are updated by a fraction of the negative derivative with re-
spect to that weight. The parameter that determines this fraction is called learning rate
η. It is a hyperparameter of the training process and controls the step size during
gradient descent. The learning rate strongly affects how fast the loss decreases, but
since the calculated gradient is just a local linearization, it must be selected carefully.
The described weight update process is given by eqs. (2.7) and (2.8).
wli,j ← wli,j + ∆wli,j (2.7)
∆wli,j = −η
dE
dwli,j
(2.8)
The depth, i.e. the number of layers L, and the number of neurons within each layer
hl are free parameters when designing a network. In general, the capability increases
with the depth and the number of neurons [SZ14] but training the network becomes
more difficult [Hoc91]. One reason for that is the problem of vanishing gradients.
The gradient of the loss function with respect to a single weight can become very
small, especially for bounded activations like the hyperbolic tangent or the sigmoid
function. The results are small weight update ∆wli,j which in turn lead to a slow
learning process or, in the worst case, to a complete stop when weight updates are in
the range of the numerical precision. This problem can be mitigated with activation
functions like ReLU, which retain sufficiently large gradients in the activated state of
a neuron [GBB11].
Another problem of training deep NN networks with backpropagation are the com-
putational effort and the memory requirements for storing gradients and tensors. In
addition, calculating the loss for very large training data sets—which are required for
successful training of deep NN—in every iteration of the optimization process can be
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prohibitively expensive. A stochastic approximation of the gradient, where the loss
is only calculated for a number of randomly selected training samples, mitigates that
problem and also makes it possible to converge to a global minimum by introducing
some stochastic variation. This approach is called Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD).
The number of samples that are considered in the calculation of the loss and gradient
is determined by the batch size parameter. The batch size controls the randomness of
the gradient; the required memory increases with the amount of samples used for the
approximation. Many improvements, based on SGD have been proposed.
In this work we used the ADADELTA optimizer with the suggested learning rate η =
1.0 [Zei12]. It features an adaptive learning rate per weight and claims insensitivity
to hyperparameters and architectural choices. This optimizer adapts the learning
rate of each weight parameter individually to the decrease of the loss function. It
accumulates a fixed number of past gradients to maintain an adequate step size in
plateau-like regions of the loss function.
The initialization of the weight parameters is another crucial aspect for the success-
ful training of deep NNs. In our model the bias input of the neurons is initialized
with 0, while the multiplicative weights are initialized with the Glorot uniform initial-
izer [GB10]. That means they are drawn with uniform probability from the interval
[−
√
6√
nin+nout
,
√
6√
nin+nout
], where nin is the number of values a neuron in that layer re-
ceives as input and nout is the number of neurons its result is forwarded to. This type
of initialization aims to ensure well-behaved gradients and mitigates the problem of
slow learning progress.
The main goal of ML techniques is to learn the relation between input and output
from samples. In this context, one wants to create a general model that can also
predict the output for previously unobserved data. Tuning a model in a way that it
accurately mimics the training data hinders achieving this goal. Exactly adapting to
variation that might be caused by noise or measurement errors causes that capturing
the general relation between in- and output is missed. Therefore, a model is usually
not trained with all available data, but the data is split into training and validation
samples. Latter are not included in the training process; they are used to check if the
model generalizes well and can be used to predict unobserved data. To this end, the
loss on the training and validation data is compared. If a model has a very low loss
on the training data but a high loss on the validation data, it is overfitted and fails to
capture the general relation between in- and output. Overfitting can be mitigated by
including a norm of the weight parameters into the loss function, using components
like pooling layers or terminating the training process based on the development of
the validation loss. High loss for both sets indicates that the model is underfitted and
cannot capture the searched relation.
The coefficient of determination or R2 score is a statistical measure that evaluates how
well the predicted function is adapted to the data by comparing the variance of the
deviation between correct and predicted output to the variance of the correct output
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itself. A model can achieve a maximum value of 1, indicating that it accurately pre-
dicts the output values. In this work we use the formula given by eq. (2.9) to evaluate
the prediction of trained models on previously unobserved data.
R2(F) = 1− ∑k (yk − F(xk))
2
∑k (yk − y)2
(2.9)
2.2. Related work
Learning metrics that provide a measure of similarity or distance has been an active
field of research in recent years. Many algorithms like k-means clustering, k-Nearest
Neighbors (kNN) classification or Support Vector Machines (SVMs) rely on a distance
metric. It has been shown that learning specialized metrics can significantly improve
the performance in applications like face recognition [GVS09]. Yang and Jin [YJ06] and
Kulis et al. [Kul+13] provide an overview of different methods and applications.
Xing et al. [Xin+03] present a technique that learns a distance metrics from example
data that are labeled as similar or dissimilar with gradient based optimization. Schultz
and Joachims [SJ04] show that qualitative, relative statements about distance relations
can be used to formulate a convex quadratic programming problem that can be solved
using a SVM approach. This makes it possible to apply algorithms to the data that
require a quantitative distance metric.
Weinberger et al. [WBS06] learn a Mahalanobis distance for kNN classification with
the goal to improve the separation between groups on a global scale. Ying and
Peng [YL12] show that this approach can be improved and accelerated by formu-
lating it as an eigenvalue problem. Yang et al. [Yan+06] argue that maximizing the
distance between different classes and minimizing the distance within a class are in
contradiction for multimodal data distibutions. Hence, they propose learning a local
distance metric.
A framework that is specialized for metric learning in medical image retrieval is pre-
sented by Yang et al. [Yan+10]. They clarify that in this application area similarity
can be interpreted in multiple ways: objects that look similar not necessarily have the
same medical meaning, e.g. require the same treatment. Therefore, their framework
incorporates side information and semantic similarity into the distance calculation.
Guillaumin et al. [GVS09] apply the learning of a Mahalanobis distance to identify-
ing the same person in different pictures and present two methods for the training
process. Köstinger et al. [Koe+12] improve the scalability of learning Mahalanobis
distance metrics for this kind of application. They reformulate the problem as a likeli-
hood ratio test and show that the probability is maximized by a metric tensor that can
be found via eigenanalysis. This decreases the computational effort in comparison to
solving the problem by iterative optimization.
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Apart from finding an effective metric, learning algorithms were also used for predict-
ing the result of computationally expensive metric calculations. Frey [Fre17] investi-
gates the use of a MLP model for the prediction of similarity information between
time steps within spatiotemporal data sets. He presents a two-phased approach that
automatically selects one out of seven sampling strategies and iteratively improves
the MLP model with new, calculated similarity information. As metric for the sim-
ilarity of time steps the Earth Movers Distance (EMD) [RTG00] is used with a fast,
parallelized computation method [FE17c; FE17a].
In order to create compact visualizations which convey the temporal evolution of
volumetric data sets, various methods for selecting representative time steps have
been developed. Tong et al. [TLS12] select characteristic time steps by transforming
the original time series into another smaller one. They use a dynamic programming
technique, such that the distance between the summarized, original time steps and
the corresponding one in the subset is minimized. Frey and Ertl [FE17b] present a
method for the creation of comprehensive visualizations of time-dependent volume
data sets. To this end they select sets with configurable amount of time steps that
cover the whole time series while minimizing the total, flow-based distance to the
remaining, unselected time steps.
Directly learning mappings from spatiotemporal data to visual representations seems
to be a new field of research. However, there are methods for learning representations
that offer benefits for other computational tasks.
Sun et al. [SWT14] propose learning of high-level feature representations with a CNN
that also generalize to other problems. The representations are created by extracting
the output of the penultimate dense layer of a CNN trained in an image classification
scenario. Oquab et al. [Oqu+14] show how CNNs can be utilized effectively for new
tasks with small training data sets. They propose to pretrain a CNN on large image
data sets and reuse its convolutional or dense layers (except the final dense layer) in a
second model for the target task.
Norouzi et al. [NFS12] propose a method for learning a mapping that translates high-
dimensional data, like images, to binary code representations. The binary representa-
tions offer advantages like the sub-linear kNN search and storage efficiency.
Srivastava et al. [SMS15] use recurrent NNs, namely Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) networks for the transformation of video input into fixed length se-
quences. Using pretrained networks to create these representations improves results
for complex tasks, such as predicting activities for small training sets.
Many techniques have been presented for the visualization of time-dependent scien-
tific data. In the field of flow visualization, methods can be categorized in different
classes. Laramee et al. [Lar+04] and Brambilla et al. [Bra+12] provide an overview
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of illustrative and dense techniques. The state of the art in topology and partion-
based techniques is presented by Laramee et al. [Lar+07], Salzbrunn et al. [Sal+08]
and Pobitzer et al. [Pob+11].
Balabanian et al. [Bal+09] present static visualizations of time-varying data using time-
dependent styles. They map the scalar density data to color and opacity using a
configurable, time-dependent transfer function and blend the time-steps using one of
three compositing methods.
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In the scope of this work we analyze data created by 2D flow simulations of a liquid in
an elongated channel. Section 3.1 describes the simulation setup and the structure of
the data. Furthermore it formally defines the ensemble space and the spatiotemporal
simulation domain, which will be used for referencing simulations and data points.
The simulation data is used in form of two representations which are defined in
section 3.2. The analysis of the ensemble data is based on comparing simulations
pairwise. In section 3.3 a metric is presented that is used for calculating a distance or
dissimilarity value between two simulations.
3.1. Simulation Setup
The simulations have three setup paremeters: (1) the Reynolds number Re, (2) the
offset o and (3) the radius r of the cylinder in the simulated channel. These parameters
span a three-dimensional space. Each point in this space represents one particular
simulation setup. We define that space as follows:
Definition 3.1.1 (Ensemble space)
A metric space (E , d) with E = {(Re, o, r) ∈ R3} and d : E × E → R≥0 is called ensemble
space. It is an ordered pair where E is the set of simulations which are uniquely defined by
a tuple of three parameters e = (Re, o, r) and d is a metric which maps two points in the
ensemble space to a distance value.
For the analysis of the ensemble data we trained several NNs with two subsets of the
available simulation data. The first training set T1 consists of 30 manually selected
simulations. The simulations in this set are distributed relatively even over the whole
ensemble space. The second training set T2 contains 182 simulations. These simu-
lations were drawn at random with uniform probability out of the complete set of
available simulations. The ensembles of this set show a much higher density in the
region of higher Reynolds numbers and cylinders with small radius and low vertical
offset. For the evaluation of the prediction performance of the trained networks a
third subset, called evaluation set E, was used. It consists of 30 simulations that are
not included in the training sets. These simulations were also drawn randomly with
uniform probability out of the complete set, their ensembles are distributed similarly
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to the second training set. The three data sets and the position of their parameters in
the ensemble space are visualized in fig. 3.1.
Figure 3.1.: Position of the parameters in the ensemble space. Top (blue): training set
T1, Middle (orange): training set T2, Bottom (green): evaluation set E.
The simulated liquid flows through an elongated channel with width w = 2.2 and
height h = 0.415. The channel contains a cylinder which disturbs the flow and—
depending on the setup parameters—causes a Kármán vortex street. The Reynolds
number, the first parameter, is a dimensionless quantity that can qualitatively be de-
scribed as ratio between inertial and viscous forces [PS03]. At low Reynolds numbers
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the flow typically is laminar and becomes turbulent with higher values. Examples
of laminar and turbulent flow for the described setup can be found in fig. 3.3 on
page 31. The remaining two parameters are used to define the position and the size
of the cylinder; o controls the vertical offset from the midpoint of the channel and r
specifies its radius. Figure 3.2 shows the spatial layout of the setup and how these
parameters are used to calculate the position and size of the cylinder.
w = 2.2
h = 0.415
cx = 0.2
cr = r1000cy = 0.2075+ o1000
Figure 3.2.: Geometry of the simulated channel with width w and height h (not to
scale). The horizontal position of the cylinder (cx) is fixed while its vertical
position (cy) and radius (cr) are part of the setup parameters.
The liquid enters the channel from the left boundary with a constant velocity and
flows towards the right end where mirrored boundary values are used (Dirichlet Con-
ditions). The flow at the bottom and top of the channel is defined to be 0 along the
normal of the boundary (Neumann conditions). The simulation program calculates
the velocity and the pressure of the liquid on a Cartesian grid with 441× 84 nodes
and node distance dx = dy = 0.005 . The position of the indexed nodes ni,j is given by
eq. (3.1).
ni,j = (xi, yj) :
xi = i ∗ dx = i ∗ wNx − 1 = i ∗
2.2
441− 1 = i ∗ 0.005
yj = j ∗ dy = j ∗ hNy − 1 = j ∗
0.415
84− 1 = j ∗ 0.005
(3.1)
The simulation starts at t0 = 0 and runs until t53 = 31, 800 with an interval of
∆t = 600, this results in a discrete time series of Nt = 54 velocity and pressure
fields. For the analysis of the ensemble data we focus on the time series of the ve-
locity vector fields and neglect the pressure data. The spatiotemporal simulation domain
summarizes all positions in space and time for which an velocity vector has been
calculated. According to the stated properties we define this discrete domain:
Definition 3.1.2 (Spatiotemporal simulation domain)
A set D := P × T = {(x, t) | x ∈ P ∧ t ∈ T } is called spatiotemporal simulation
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domain. It is the set of data points resulting from the Cartesian product of the spatial positions
P = {ni,j ⊂ R2 | i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , (Nx − 1)} ∧ j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , (Ny − 1)}} and the time series
T = {t | k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , (Nt − 1)} ∧ t = k∆t}.
3.2. Representations
The velocity data is used in form of two representations. The first one being time steps
and the second being isolines. A time step represents the velocity vector field of a
simulation at one specific point in time.
Definition 3.2.1 (Time step representation)
A map Vt : P × E → R2,Vt(ni,j, e) 7→ vi,j is called time step. It maps a node ni,j to its
velocity vector data from the simulation run with parameter tuple e at time t.
An isoline maps a point in the spatiotemporal simulation domain to a scalar. If the
length of the corresponding velocity vector is equal to the isovalue, the point is as-
signed this value, otherwise it is mapped to zero.
Definition 3.2.2 (Isoline representation)
A map Ic : D × E → R, Ic((ni,j, t), e) 7→ vi,j is called isoline. It maps a point (ni,j, t) from
the spatiotemporal simulation domain to either zero or the isovalue c depending on the length
of the corresponding velocity vector:
Ic((ni,j, t), e) =
{
c |Vt(ni,j, e)− c| ≤ e
0 |Vt(ni,j, e)− c| > e
(3.2)
Examples of both representations for setup parameters that lead to laminar and tur-
bulent flow are shown in figs. 3.3 and 3.4 on the next page and on page 32.
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Figure 3.3.: Exemplary plots of time steps for laminar and turbulent flow at t ∈
{5400, 10800, 15600, 21000, 26400} (top to bottom). The velocity value is
assigned to a color using Matplotlibs Magma colormap [Hun07]. Left:
Re = 40 (Reynolds number), o = 0 (vertical offset of the cylinder), r = 30
(cylinder radius). Right: Re = 100, o = 20, r = 55.
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Figure 3.4.: Exemplary plots of isolines for laminar and turbulent flow at t ∈
{5400, 10800, 15600, 21000, 26400} (top to bottom). The isovalue is as-
signed to a color using Matplotlibs Magma colormap [Hun07]. Left:
Re = 40 (Reynolds number), o = 0 (vertical offset of the cylinder), r = 30
(cylinder radius). Right: Re = 100, o = 20, r = 55.
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3.3. Comparing Simulation Runs
Our goal is to create compact visualizations of different simulation runs, that charac-
terize the flow resulting from the corresponding setup parameters. For this purpose,
those time steps or isovalues have to be determined which have the highest informa-
tion content and exhibit characteristic differences for individual simulation runs. To
evaluate the information content, we consider pairs of simulations and their distance
or dissimilarity. We define the distance between two simulations as the mean squared
error of the velocity vectors averaged over time:
d(e1, e2) =
1
|T | ∑ni,j∈P
∑
t∈T
|Vt(ni,j, e1)− Vt(ni,j, e2)|2 (3.3)
The metric subtracts the time steps of the individual simulations and sums up the
squared differences over all elements of D. The sum is divided by the number of time
steps instead of the number of nodes to limit the influence of low velocity regions
and nodes covered by the cylinder on the averaged result. For the data sets presented
in fig. 3.1 on page 28 the metric values are in the range 0 ≤ d(e1, e2) < 286. Fig-
ure 3.5 on the following page shows simulation pairs with different distances. They
are visualized according to section 5.1 on page 48.
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d((97.5, 11.25, 37.5), (95, 7.5, 35)) = 4.386
d((75, 7.5, 35), (100, 40, 70)) = 138.098
d((100, 15, 80), (99.375, 9.0625, 33.75)) = 210.005
Figure 3.5.: Comparison of three simulation pairs with different metric distances. The
isoline patterns are created with isovalue c = 0.25. The transfer function
visualization is parameterized with m = 40, a = 0.385, k = 1, g = 1 and
uses all time steps.
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This work investigates the utilization of ML methods, namely (artificial) Neural Net-
works (NNs), for evaluating the information content of simulation data subsets. For
this purpose we consider pairs of simulations and compare them by rating their dif-
ferences with an MSE metric. We evaluate the information content by training NNs
to predict this distance. Their performance on previously unobserved data is used as
measure for the information content of the training data.
The proposed method uses a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that is specially
adapted to our application. Section 4.1 describes its architecture and the applied
design principles. Section 4.2 explains the choice of parameters for the supervised
learning process and shows how the input data is preprocessed. In addition, this
section contains an analysis of how the amount of presentations used for training
influences the prediction accuracy of the trained networks. In section 4.3 we compare
the calculated and predicted distances for a set of previously unobserved data.
4.1. Architecture of the Utilized CNN
In traditional neural networks with dense layers, each neuron is linked to all out-
puts of the previous layer or, in the case of the input layer, to all input values. The
present use case requires the algorithm to predict the distance between two simula-
tions based on their representations. In the original resolution of our data a single
time step contains approximately 74.000 and an isoline representation approximately
37.000 floating point values. Each neuron is connected to all of these values via a
multiplicative weight coefficient. This leads to quickly increasing memory space re-
quirements and computational costs for multiplication or gradient calculation during
backpropagation depending on the number of neurons in the input layer.
The application of CNNs is based on the assumption that the spatial arrangement of
the input is not arbitrary and that neighboring values in the input data are related
to each other. Neurons in convolutional layers are only connected with a local re-
gion of the data rather than with all values and weights are shared between neurons
that are connected to different regions. This greatly reduces memory requirements
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and computational costs, making CNNs well-suited to large input data such as our
vector fields. Furthermore this specific connection and weight sharing scheme explic-
itly models the causal connection between adjacent values and thereby expresses the
continuity that is inherent to the flow of the liquid.
Our input data are two series of representations, each series containing the time steps
or isolines of a simulation at a specific point in time. The time interval between sub-
sequent representations is not necessarily uniform which obfuscates the relationship
between data that are fed to the network as neighbors along the temporal dimension.
Therefore, we apply a 2D convolution only along the spatial but not the temporal di-
mension of the data with a fixed kernel size of (3× 3) and a stride of (1, 1). Depend-
ing on the type of representation a node is actually vector-valued which means that
the convolution kernel becomes three-dimensional and a neuron in the convolutional
layer processes a volume. The presented network uses four filters per convolutional
layer. The series of representations is processed one by one by the same convolutional
layer which results in a series of tensors. Figure 4.1 shows how the convolution is
applied to our input data.
v1 vNc
...
r1
Conv2D (3x3xNc)Input
...
r2
...
Figure 4.1.: Convolution over the input data. Representations of a simulation are fed
to the network as ordered series (r1, · · · , rNr) where Nr is the number of
used representations. Individual values of a node in the spatial domain
are denoted as (v1, · · · , vNc) where Nc is the number of components or
channels (time steps: Nc = 2, isolines: Nc = 1).
To achieve short computation times for inference and training of the NN, the algo-
rithm shall be calculated using the massively parallel architecture of Graphics Pro-
cessing Units (GPUs). In order to achieve reasonable batch sizes for the stochastic
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approximation of the gradient during backpropagation while still fitting into the GPU
memory, the overall size of the network and the total amount of weights must be kept
small. Most of the weight parameters are in the first fully connected, dense layer of
a standard CNN [SZ14; KJF18]. This amount is largely influenced by the number of
neurons in that layer and the size of the input data fed to it. The data size can be
reduced by either summarizing bigger input regions with large convolution kernels
and increased strides or utilizing pooling layers. Zeiler and Fergus have shown that
large convolution kernels and bigger strides can cause aliasing effects and poor fre-
quency coverage of the learned filters [ZF14]. Therefore we reduce the size of the data
with maximum pooling layers while padding the data with zeros during convolution
and limiting the fully connected layer to 50 neurons. The kernel size of the pooling
layers is (2× 2) in the convoluted dimensions; there is no pooling between successive
representations. Thereby the size of the data is halfed in the spatial dimensions with
each pooling layer. In this way we form stacks of two convolutional layers which are
followed by a pooling layer. Besides increasing the capability of the network, con-
necting multiple convolution and pooling layer stacks allows to further decrease the
size of the input data and the memory consumption of the network. Therefore we
utilize three convolution/ pooling layer stacks. To additionally cut down the number
of weight parameters and neurons we downsampled the original time step and isoline
data by a factor of two along the spatial dimensions.
The network receives as input the series of representations of two simulations whose
distance it has to predict. Accordingly each input is processed in a separate sequence
of multiple convolution and pooling layer stacks. To model the symmetry of the met-
ric presented in section 3.3 on page 33 each layer in the sequence is only instantiated
once and shares its weights with the corresponding layer in the other input path.
Each input series of representations gets converted into a series of tensors by the
first convolutional layer. In the subsequent convolutional layers the series of tensors
is convoluted similarly to the original input, with the difference that the number of
components of the vector valued data Nc is replaced by the number of filters of the
preceding layer N f . After passing through the convolutional and pooling layer stacks
the tensors are reshaped into a vector of scalars and fed to the final dense layers. The
last layer only consists of a single neuron which outputs the predicted distance. As
activation function for all neurons in convolutional and dense layers of the network
the ReLU is used. The final layout of the described CNN is shown in fig. 4.2 on the
following page.
4.2. Training the Network
Training a NN is a complex process and requires several decisions regarding the
choice of the optimizer, its parameters and the training process in general. In this sec-
tion we present how our CNN was trained and how the input data were preprocessed.
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Conv2D (3x3x4)
MaxPooling2D (2x2)
Conv2D (3x3xNc)
(Nr, 42, 221, 4)
(Nr, 42, 221, 4)
(Nr, 42, 221, Nc)
Conv2D (3x3x4)
MaxPooling2D (2x2)
Conv2D (3x3x4)
(Nr, 21, 110, 4)
(Nr, 21, 110, 4)
(Nr, 21, 110, 4)
Conv2D (3x3x4)
MaxPooling2D (2x2)
Conv2D (3x3x4)
(Nr, 10, 55, 4)
(Nr, 10, 55, 4)
(Nr, 10, 55, 4)
Conv2D (3x3x4)
MaxPooling2D (2x2)
Conv2D (3x3xNc)
(Nr, 42, 221, 4)
(Nr, 42, 221, 4)
(Nr, 42, 221, Nc)
Conv2D (3x3x4)
MaxPooling2D (2x2)
Conv2D (3x3x4)
(Nr, 21, 110, 4)
(Nr, 21, 110, 4)
(Nr, 21, 110, 4)
Conv2D (3x3x4)
MaxPooling2D (2x2)
Conv2D (3x3x4)
(Nr, 10, 55, 4)
(Nr, 10, 55, 4)
(Nr, 10, 55, 4)
Reshape
Dense (50)
Dense (1)
(Nr, 5, 27, 4)
(2 ∗ Nr ∗ 5 ∗ 27 ∗ 4)
(Nr, 5, 27, 4)
Figure 4.2.: Architecture of the CNN. Arrows are labeled with the dimensions of the
tensors passed between the respective layers. Layers with shared weights
are connected with dashed lines.
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We present how the prediction accuracy is influenced by the amount of input repre-
sentations and show results for the prediction of the distance between the simulations
in the evaluation data set.
4.2.1. Implementation and Setup of the Training Process
The described network has been implemented with the Keras Application Program-
ming Interface (API) [Cho+15] using the TensorFlow V 1.4 backend [Aba+15]. Keras is
a high-level library which provides predefined layers for the construction of NNs and
methods for training, evaluation and application of the model. We trained several
instances of the model on a total of five different computers listed in table 4.1.
Table 4.1.: List of computers used for training and their specifications.
Nr. CPU Main Memory GPU GPU Memory
1 Intel Core i5-6500 8 GB NVIDIA GTX 780 3 GB
2 Intel Core i7-3820 32 GB NVIDIA GTX Titan 6 GB
3 AMD Ryzen 7 1800X 32 GB NVIDIA GTX 1060 3 GB
4 AMD Ryzen 7 1700X 32 GB NVIDIA GTX 1080 8 GB
5 Intel Core i7-6700 32 GB NVIDIA GTX 1080 8 GB
The Keras model is translated into a TensorFlow graph and calculated on the GPU using
the CUDA Toolkit [Nic+08] and cuDNN [Che+14]. The network was trained by mini-
mizing an MSE loss function with stochastic gradient descent optimizer ADADELTA
[Zei12]. This optimizer features an adaptive learning rate per parameter and claims
insensitivity to hyperparameters and architectural choices. For the approximation
of the gradient we have chosen a batch size of 32 samples for training set T1 or 64
samples for training set T2 samples.
The data sets presented in section 3.1 on page 27 are lists of individual simulations.
As we are interested in the distance between the simulations, we are building pairwise
combinations with the Cartesian product. We refer to these pairs as PM where M is
one of the training sets T1, T2 or the evaluation set E.
PM = M×M = {(e1, e2) | e1 ∈ M ∧ e2 ∈ M} (4.1)
This results in a set with ordered tuples where each pair is included twice, once
as (e1, e2) and once with reverse order (e2, e1). By including both combinations we
express the symmetry of the metric, such that weights in the dense layers that cause
asymmetric prediction lead to an increase of the loss function. Symmetry of the
convolutional layers is enforced by construction, because corresponding layers in the
input paths share their weights. In this way the training sets contain |PT1 | = 900 or|PT2 | = 33, 124 pairs. The evaluation set also contains |PE| = 900 pairs.
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For the training of the network the set of pairs gets divided into training and valida-
tion samples with ratio 4 : 1. During the learning process a batch of training samples
are propagated through the network, the loss function and its gradient get calculated
and weight parameters are updated accordingly. This step is repeated until all train-
ing samples were processed; after that the loss on the validation samples is calculated.
The model or its weights, respectively, are stored if the value has improved. One iter-
ation over all training samples and the final validation is called an epoch. The training
process can either be repeated for a fixed number of epochs or until the loss on the
validation data stopped improving for a certain number of iterations. The training
samples are shuffled after an epoch has finished, such that batches in different epochs
contain varying samples.
Unpreprocessed data can introduce a bias into the weight updates of a neuron and
slow down the learning process. To avoid this, the mean of the input data should
be close to zero [LeC+98]. Therefore we center the input data by subtracting said
mean before feeding it to the NN. The mean value must be calculated only on the
training data to match the data relevant for the calculation of the gradient [KJF18].
Accordingly we iterate through the pairs that have been selected as training samples
and extract a set of simulations that appeared as member of at least one pair. We refer
to this set as T′. Depending on the type of representation used, the mean is calculated
as in eq. (4.2) or eq. (4.3).
Vt(ni,j) =
1
|T′| ∑e∈T′
Vt(ni,j, e) (4.2)
Ic((ni,j, t), e) =
1
|T′| ∑e∈T′
Ic((ni,j, t), e) (4.3)
Another common preprocessing adjustment of the input is normalizing it by dividing
each dimension by its standard deviation (SD). This preprocessing is useful if input
features have different scales or units [KJF18]. Since in our case all velocity vectors
have the same scale and equal influence in the used metric we refrain from normaliz-
ing the input data.
In addition to data preprocessing, the initialization of the weight parameters is crucial
for the successful training of deep NNs. The bias input of the neurons is initialized
with 0, while the multiplicative weights are initialized with the Glorot uniform initial-
izer [GB10].
4.2.2. Training With Different Amount of Representations
We trained multiple networks with different amounts of time steps and isolines to
study the influence of the amount of representations used for training on the resulting
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prediction performance. Our assumption is that the prediction of the trained networks
becomes more accurate with increased amount of used representations.
We selected nine sets of time step and isoline representations, where each set contains
the corresponding representations at specific points in time. The sets differ in size
ranging from six points to the complete time series with 54 points. The selected points
are distributed equally over the whole series such that the time intervals between
consecutive representations are as uniform as possible. The isoline representation was
constructed using the isovalues 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. Per set ten instances of the CNN were
trained, resulting in 90 networks per representation. For each instance, training was
continued until the validation loss did not improve by at least 0.5 for ten consecutive
epochs.
Table 4.2 and fig. 4.3 on the following page show the results of the comparison for
the time step representation. The experiment reveals that for all sets the prediction
performance of the resulting networks varies strongly, even for networks that were
trained with identical time steps. Although the network with the lowest loss on the
evaluation data was trained with all available time steps, the results do not prove
the hypothesis that the performance of the networks improves with the amount of
representations. Another noticable observation is the development of the validation
loss during the training process. The value shows a staircase-like evolution with
alternating steep decrease and plateau-like constant phases. From this behaviour we
conclude that the used abortion criterion might end a training process to early, when
the value is stuck on a plateau. The plot of the evaluation loss supports this insight;
it shows that networks tend to build groups with similar losses.
Table 4.2.: Minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation (SD) of MSE on eval-
uation data set with networks trained with different amount of time steps.
Amount of used time steps Min Max Mean SD
6 211.26 6415.86 1549.04 2434.78
12 194.07 1359.38 479.64 337.46
18 239.51 6415.86 1467.14 1893.68
24 244.58 2921.84 1789.26 1094.13
30 226.5 3008.97 1105.25 1080.51
36 225.16 3011.93 1984.55 1111.57
42 307.53 6415.86 2696.19 2106.29
48 237.24 6415.86 2121.94 1802.7
54 200.01 2795.74 1716.27 1092.67
Table 4.3 on page 43 and fig. 4.4 on page 43 show the results of the comparison
for the isoline representation. In general the networks show a higher loss than the
networks trained with time steps. This fits the intuition that the sparse isoline repre-
sentation carries less information than the complete velocity vector fields of the time
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3.: Results for training with different amount of time step representations.
The plots show: (a) the MSE of the individual networks (crosses) and
their mean value (line) on the evaluation data set over the amount of used
time steps, (b) the development of the validation losses during the training
process.
step representation. The network with the lowest loss was trained using 36 isoline
representations. Compared to the experiment with the time steps, the values of the
best performing networks of each group vary in a wider range. Nevertheless no clear
correlation between the amount of used representations and the loss can be seen. The
development of the validation loss also shows staircase-like evolution and networks
tend to build groups with similar losses.
During the two experiments we observed networks whose validation loss did not im-
prove after the first epoch and remained constant. These networks appear as outliers
in both plots figs. 4.3 and 4.4 with losses of 6415.86, being the maximum in their
respective group. Using these networks for the prediction of the distances in the
evaluation data set showed that their output is d(e1, e2) = 0 for all simulation pairs.
Hence the loss of 6415.86 is the mean squared distance of all pairs in the evaluation
set. The occurence of these outliers could be avoided by using the larger training set
T2. Nevertheless these outliers and the stalled training processes remain subject to
future analysis.
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Table 4.3.: Minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation (SD) of MSE on eval-
uation data set with networks trained with different amount of isolines.
Amount of used isolines Min Max Mean SD
6 1978.15 6415.86 4883.54 1154.74
12 3860.23 5203.99 4697.31 449.53
18 3713.57 6415.86 5014.04 987.35
24 980.84 5070.64 3993.92 1091.85
30 4077.37 6415.86 5238.8 814.96
36 522.32 6415.86 4301.87 1458.95
42 3563.16 6415.86 4894.82 849.68
48 857.95 6415.86 4353.32 1296.38
54 4247.29 6415.86 4937.32 720.7
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4.: Results for training with different amount of isoline representations. The
plots show: (a) the MSE of the individual networks (crosses) and their
mean value (line) on the evaluation data set over the amount of used
isolines, (b) the development of the validation losses during the training
process.
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4.3. Predicting Distances of the Evaluation Data Set
Using the larger second training data set T2 we trained several networks for the ex-
traction of representative time steps and isolines (see chapter 5 on page 47). Figure 4.5
and fig. 4.6 on the next page show the prediction of the distance between the simula-
tions in the evaluation data set of the respective networks with the lowest loss.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.5.: 2D plots of the predicted and calculated distance between all pairs of
simulations from the evaluation data set. Simulations are indexed along
the vertical and horizontal axis (see table A.1 on page 61), the distance
between the respective pair is mapped to color. The network was trained
with three time steps. The plots show: (a) the predicted distance dp(e1, e2),
(b) the calculated distance dp(e1, e2), (c) the difference between predicted
and calculated distance dp(e1, e2)− dc(e1, e2) and (d) the asymmetry of the
predicted distance dp|(e1, e2) − dp(e2, e1)| using Matplotlibs Magma (a, b),
Seismic (c) and Viridis (d) colormaps [Hun07].
Both networks were trained with only a small subset of available representations.
The first network was trained with three randomly selected time steps. The second
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.6.: 2D plots of the predicted and calculated distance between all pairs of
simulations from the evaluation data set. Simulations are indexed along
the vertical and horizontal axis (see table A.1 on page 61), the dis-
tance between the respective pair is mapped to color. The network
was trained with the isoline representation with isovalue c = 0.35 at
t = 6600, 12600, 19200, 25200. The plots show: (a) the predicted distance
dp(e1, e2), (b) the calculated distance dp(e1, e2), (c) the difference between
predicted and calculated distance dp(e1, e2)− dc(e1, e2) and (d) the asym-
metry of the predicted distance dp|(e1, e2) − dp(e2, e1)| using Matplotlibs
Magma (a, b), Seismic (c) and Viridis (d) colormaps [Hun07].
network was trained with the isoline representation at four specific points in time and
a single isovalue c = 0.35. Both networks were trained over 150 epochs.
The prediction of the network trained with the time step representation shows an
MSE of 11.98 in comparison to the calulated distance. Its maximum deviation from
the calculated value is 16.3. The plot also shows the symmetry of the prediction.
Inherently to the stochastic splitting of training and validation data, the predicted
distances are not perfectly symmetric. The maximum asymmetry between a single
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pair is 9.11 compared to a distance of 64.94; on average the asymmetry is 1.9. The
network achieved a score of R2 = 0.9946.
The network trained with the isoline representation shows a slightly worse symmetry
behavior and a bigger the difference between calculated and predicted distances. It
has an MSE of 78.87 in comparison to the calculated distance and deviates with a
maximum of 34.5 from that value. The maximum asymmetry is 17.35 compared to a
distance of 82.56; on average the asymmetry is 3.05. The network achieved a score of
R2 = 0.9636.
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To convey an intuitive understanding of the relationship between the parameter en-
semble and the simulation outcome, we want to create visualizations that summarize
the flow for a specific configuration. To this end, we want to extract low-dimensional
visual representations from the simulation data which, despite their simplifying na-
ture, preserve the characteristic differences between individual simulation runs. We
propose to generate different sets of representations and to evaluate their information
content by using them as training input for NNs. In this context we use the calculated
distance between a pair of simulations (see section 3.3 on page 33) as target output for
the training of the NNs. We expect that characteristic representations summarize the
progression of the liquid flow, such that NNs are able to predict the distance between
a pair of simulations with these representations as input. Based on this assumption
we rate the information content of the representations by calculating the MSE of a net-
work from the predicted and calculated distance for a set of previously unobserved
data. Those time steps or isolines that resulted in the network with the lowest loss are
used for the visualization of a simulation run.
Section 5.1 describes how those representations are translated into visualizations. We
describe approaches that summarize time steps and isolines from different points in
time in order to create condensed, static images that can be used for side by side-
comparisons of multiple simulations.
Section 4.3 showed that already a couple of representations contain enough informa-
tion for a reasonable prediction of the distance between simulations. Accordingly, we
have selected thirteen different sets, each with three time steps and seven isoline sets,
resulting from different isovalues at four specific points in time. With these represen-
tations and data set T2, 110 instances of the CNN described in section 4.1 were trained.
The trained networks are evaluated with data set E. The simulations of this data set
and their calculated distances can be found in tables A.1 and A.2 in appendix A
on page 61. The results of section 4.2.2 have shown that the validation loss shows
a staircase-like development and sometimes does not decrease over several epochs.
Terminating the training process if the validation loss does not decrease can therefore
lead to misleading results. Hence, all CNNs are trained over a fixed duration of 150
epochs. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 show results of the various representation sets, discuss
the insights gained and visually compare those representations that resulted in the
lowest and highest evaluation loss with four selected simulations.
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5.1. Visualization of Time Step and Isolines
A single time step or isoline contains information about the velocity vector field at
a particular point in time. We visualize a single time step by mapping the spatial
dimensions of the domain to the screen position and assigning the length of the ve-
locity vectors to a color. The isoline representation is visualized similarly. The spatial
dimensions are mapped to the screen position. The color of a fragment can either
encode the corresponding isovalue or the temporal dimension of the velocity field.
In order to visually compare multiple simulation runs in a space efficient manner a
static image of the complete time series is required. For this purpose we considered
the spatiotemporal simulation domain D as a volume with two spatial and one tem-
poral dimension. Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 present approaches how this volume can be
displayed in static two-dimensional image.
5.1.1. Visualization of Multiple Time Steps
In case of the time step representation the volumetric data is reduced to a 2D image
by traversing along the temporal dimension and applying a time dependent transfer
function to the velocity value. The rendering is realized on the GPU by drawing a
textured quad using OpenGL 3.3 vertex and fragment shaders. The velocity vector
data is passed to the GPU in a 3D texture, the x and y components of the vectors are
stored in the red and green color channel. In the fragment shader we traverse the
volume along the temporal axis, calculate a series of color and alpha values for the
corresponding fragment and blend them using front-to-back compositing with early ray
termination [PD84; KW03]. The condensed image of a simulation run shall preserve
the most significant structures of the flow. With respect to the metric presented in
section 3.3 on page 33 this means that nodes with a high velocity value have a bigger
impact on the distance between simulation runs. Hence the alpha value for the blend-
ing of the time steps should depend on the magnitude of the vectors. We calculate
the alpha value by applying a parameterized logistic function on the velocity vector
length:
α(|v|) = 1
1+ e−m(|v|−a)
with m, a ∈ R (5.1)
The logistic function is a common sigmoid curve; its codomain is bound to the interval
(0, 1) and shows a continous transition into the saturation regions. We introduced two
parameters to the function: m controls the steepness of the curve and a is used to shift
the sigmoid’s midpoint to the area of interest. Figure 5.1 on the next page illustrates
the modified function and the effect of the parameters.
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a
∆x
∆ f (x)
∆ f (x)
∆x =
m
4
Figure 5.1.: Modified logistic function with parameters a and m for configuration of
the offset and slope.
The transfer function shows edge enhancing behavior by shifting the sigmoid and
setting an appropriate steepness. Velocities that are lower than a certain threshold
are mapped to low alpha values and appear transparent. Values that exceed the
threshold become opaque and appear in the visualization. The actual RGB values are
determined as stated in eq. (5.2). The normalized temporal position of the velocity
vector is mapped to a color using the perceptually linear, diverging colormap shown
in fig. 5.2 [Mor09].
c(t) = fcm
(
t
t53 − t0
)
(5.2)
0 1
Figure 5.2.: Diverging colormap fcm [Mor09].
The presented transfer function for determining the alpha value and the color map-
ping based on the temporal position ensure that high velocity values are preserved
in the reduced image. According to their temporal occurrence they are shaded blue
(start of the time series) to red (end of the time series). The complete fragment shader
program, including the front-to-back compositing, is presented in algorithm 5.1 on the
following page. Examples of the presented visualization for different simulation runs
are shown in fig. 5.3 on page 51.
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Algorithm 5.1 Fragment shader program for transfer function based rendering of
multiple time steps
procedure ComputeFragmentColor
input: m, a: steepness and offset of logistic function
k: scalar color coefficient
g: gain factor
Nt: total number of time steps
u, v: texture coordinates (normalized spatial position)
fcm: color map/ 1D texture
fd: velocity vector data {V0, . . . ,VNt}/ 3D texture
output: c f : color of the fragment
cin ← (0, 0, 0)
αin ← 0
for all i ∈ {0, . . . , Nt − 1} do
w← i+0.5Nt . calculate temporal position
v← g fd(u, v, w) . read velocity vector from 3D texture
α← 1
1+e−m(|v|−a)
c← fcm
(
i
TN−1
)
cout ← cin + (1− αin)cα
αout ← αin + (1− αin)α
αin ← αout
cin ← cout
if αout > 0.99 then . early ray termination
break . end loop
end if
end for
c f ← kcout . set fragment color
end procedure
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.3.: Examples for the visualization of all time steps with a transfer function,
showing the simulations (a) (40, 0, 80), (b) (40, 40, 30), (c) (100, 20, 42.5).
The parameters of the transfer function are m = 42.5, a = 0.4, k = 1 and
g = 1.
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5.1.2. Visualization of Multiple Isolines
Similar to the time steps, the isoline representation shows the velocity field only at
a certain point in time. Its visually sparse nature, however, allows for easier com-
positing: the isolines are drawn on top of each other while time is mapped to the
color of the according line (see fig. 5.2 on page 49). This produces characteristic pat-
terns which can be used to compare simulations; examples with different laminar and
turbulent flow structures are shown in fig. 5.4.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.4.: Examples for overlayed isolines with isovalue c = 0.25, showing the sim-
ulations (a) (40, 0, 80), (b) (40, 40, 30), (c) (100, 20, 42.5).
5.2. Time Step Extraction
In order to find the time steps with the highest information content, different sets of
representations were created using four sampling strategies. The sampling strategies
start, end and uniform are deterministic. Each of the ten instances belonging to the
respective sampling strategy was trained with the same data. In this way, we can
estimate the standard deviation of the prediction performance and evaluate which
influence actually results from the training data. The fourth sampling strategy random
is probabilistic and creates ten different representation sets:
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start – the first three steps V0(ni,j, e), V600(ni,j, e) and V1200(ni,j, e),
end – the last three steps V30600(ni,j, e), V31200(ni,j, e) and V31800(ni,j, e),
uniform – three time steps that are equally distributed such that the time series is
divided into intervals that are as uniform as possible V7800(ni,j, e), V15600(ni,j, e)
and V24000(ni,j, e),
random – three randomly sampled time steps drawn with uniform probabilty and
without repetitions.
After the networks have been trained, they are used to predict the distances of the
simulations in the evaluation data set E. The extrema, mean and Standard Deviation
(SD) of the resulting MSE are listed in table 5.1 and the corresponding loss values are
plotted in fig. 5.5 on the next page.
Table 5.1.: Minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation (SD) of networks
trained with time steps from different sampling strategies.
Sampling Strategy Min Max Mean SD
random 11.98 266.54 58.07 84.08
uniform 15.28 44.32 24.16 7.8
start 338.77 6329 1140.43 1810.37
end 12.96 35.28 21.06 8.17
The lowest loss of each group ranges from 11.98 to 338.77, with strategies random,
uniform and end having comparatively similar values: 11.98, 15.28 and 12.96. The
lowest value achieved with strategy start is 338.77 and thus larger by a factor of 22
to 28. The deterministic strategies uniform and end have the lowest mean and SD
with 21.06 or 7.8, respectively. In comparison, the mean and SD of the probabilistic
random strategy is higher with values of 58.07 and 84.08. The networks belonging to
the group start have on average the highest loss with a value of 1140.42 and while
also being a deterministic sampling strategy its SD is more than 200 times higher
compared to the strategies uniform and end. This group also contains two networks
that stand out in the plot fig. 5.5 as outliers. Both of these CNNs predict a constant
distance for all pairs in the evaluation data set. The first network with a loss of
2158.36 predicts a constant value of 69.16 and the second one with a loss of 6329
predicts distance 0 for all pairs. While the behaviour of predicting a constant value
is similar to the outliers observed in figs. 4.3 and 4.4 on page 42 and on page 43,
the evolution of the validation loss during training differs. The validation loss does
not stay constant and the training loss decreases slightly. Nevertheless the weight
parameters converge early to a local minima. Although especially the values of the
start group are conspicuous, the SD is significant for all groups shown. Even within
the deterministic groups end and uniform the SD is greater than the difference of the
respective mean values. This means that per representation set as many networks
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Figure 5.5.: MSE for prediction of evaluation data set with networks trained with time
steps from different sampling strategies (left: overview, right: rescaled y-
axis)
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as possible should be trained, such that a reliable statement about the information
content can be made. The individual representation sets resulting from the random
sampling strategy and the MSE of the corresponding networks is listed in table 5.2.
Table 5.2.: Time step sets resulting from random sampling strategy and the MSE of the
distance prediction on the evaluation data set E.
No. Vt(ni,j, e) with t ∈ MSE
0 {3000, 16200, 27000} 15.39
1 {7800, 14400, 31200} 16.87
2 {9000, 9600, 12600} 266.54
3 {15000, 18000, 25200} 15.65
4 {4200, 18600, 28800} 11.98
5 {10800, 16800, 28200} 16.1
6 {9600, 16200, 27600} 14.06
7 {9600, 16200, 27000} 12.1
8 {9600, 17400, 18000} 37.52
9 {8400, 9600, 16200} 174.49
CNN #4 from table 5.2 achieved the lowest loss of all trained instances. The time steps
used for training this network are widely distributed over the time series and cover
a bigger interval compared to the representations sampled with the uniform strategy.
The sets #2 and #9 contain two close time steps from the first third of the time series
and result in the lowest prediction accuracy of the random group. In combination
with the results of the start and the end group we conclude that time steps from
the beginning of the time series carry less information for the prediction of the MSE
distance metric. At early time steps the flow of the liquid is very similar across
different simulations and it is not recognizable if it will become laminar or turbulent.
Figure 5.6 on the next page shows the visualizations of four selected simulations from
E, using the time steps that resulted in the highest and lowest evaluation loss. The
images created with the time steps of set #4 from the random group show distinct
differences in comparison to the images created with the start group representations.
Visualizations of the complete evaluation data set can be found on pages 64 to 65 in
appendix A.
5.3. Isoline Extraction
The sets for the extraction of characteristic isoline representations contain isolines at
four specific points in time (t ∈ {6600, 12600, 19200, 25200}) and differ only in the
isovalue c. We have chosen seven different isovalues in the range from 0.1 to 0.4
and trained ten instances of the CNN with the corresponding representations. The
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(0)
(2)
(15)
(29)
Figure 5.6.: Visualizations of four selected simulations from the evaluation data set E,
using the time steps that resulted in the lowest (left column) and highest
evaluation loss (right column). The simulations are indexed according to
table A.1 on page 61.
split of the simulation pairs into training and validation samples is constant within
a group. Thus, the standard deviation of the evaluation loss is caused only by the
training process. After training, the networks are used to predict the distances of the
simulations pairs in the evalutation data set E. Table 5.3 shows the extrema, mean
and SD of the resulting MSE. The corresponding loss values are plotted in fig. 5.7 on
the next page .
Table 5.3.: Minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation (SD) of networks
trained with isoline representations and different isovalues.
Isovalue Min Max Mean SD
0.1 115.56 251.29 197.32 47.23
0.15 106.76 6329 745.5 1861.23
0.2 157.23 460.3 243.63 79.7
0.25 138.26 6329 841.01 1831.06
0.3 109.98 6329 772.12 1852.59
0.35 78.87 214.8 144 38
0.4 317.27 1282.11 587.05 267.35
The lowest error of the respective groups ranges from 78.87 to 317.27 and therefore
is higher than the error of the best CNNs trained with time steps. We made similar
observations during the experiments presented in section 4.2.2 and conclude that this
is caused by the sparse nature of the isoline representation. The groups of isovalue
0.15, 0.25 and 0.3 each contain one network that is considered an outlier. Each of these
networks has an MSE of 6329 and predicts 0 for all distances between the pairs of the
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Figure 5.7.: MSE for prediction of evaluation data set with networks trained with iso-
line representation and different isovalues (left: overview, right: rescaled
y-axis)
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evaluation data set. Similar to the outliers mentioned in section 5.2 the validation
loss does not stay constant and the training loss decreases slightly over time. These
outliers also cause a much higher mean and SD of the respective groups. Even if the
outliers are left out, the standard deviation within the individual representation sets
is not negligible. The SD of the sets with isovalue 0.1, 0.2, 0.35 and 0.4 is 47.23, 79.7, 38
and 267.35, respectively. Therefore, as many networks as possible should be trained
in order to compare the information content of the different isolines. The lowest loss
of the networks trained with isoline representations was achieved with isovalue c =
0.35. This representation set also has the lowest mean and SD value and is therefore
considered the most characteristic one. The representations created with isovalue 0.4
have the highest mean and SD, if outliers are left out. In most simulations, only
small regions of the spatiotemporal domain contain velocity vectors whose length is
higher than this value. The resulting representations are very similar and even contain
only the value 0 in some cases (compare fig. A.4 on page 67). Figure 5.8 shows the
visualizations of four selected simulations, using the isolines resulting from c = 0.35
and c = 0.4. The images created with the first isolines show characteristic patterns
that are more diverse than the images created with the second set. Visualizations of
the complete evaluation data set can be found on pages 66 to 67 in appendix A.
(0)
(2)
(15)
(29)
Figure 5.8.: Visualizations of four selected simulations from the evaluation data set
E, using the isolines that resulted in the lowest (left column) and highest
evaluation loss (right column). The simulations are indexed according to
table A.1 on page 61.
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Computer simulations are an important tool for the investigation of physical pro-
cesses. The ongoing advancement of computing hardware and computation meth-
ods enable to calculate more simulations with ever higher resolution in a reasonable
amount of time. The concomitant increase in the amount of data generated also leads
to new challenges to the analysis methods. In this context, the combination of auto-
matic data analysis and visualization is a promising approach.
The present work is a step towards the overall research goal to automatically generate
visual representations of time-dependent scientific data. Section 6.1 summarizes the
results achieved in the course of this work. Section 6.2 discusses the gained insights
and proposes topics for future research that might mitigate the limitations of the
current approach.
6.1. Summary
We proposed a method for the extraction of representations in order to create visual-
izations that convey the influence of simulation setup parameters on the outcome and
evaluated it using ensemble data from 2D flow simulations. We identified characteris-
tic representations and selected them by evaluating their information content. To this
end, we built pairs of simulations and calculated their distance with an MSE metric.
The information content was evaluated by using different sets of representations as
training input for NNs and using the trained networks to predict distances of previ-
ously unobserved simulation pairs. We presented a CNN architecture that can learn
and predict the distance with both types and different amounts of representations.
As representations we studied time steps, which contain the velocity vector field of
the liquid flow at a specific point in time, and isolines which mark velocity vectors of
a certain length. We created thirteen sets with time steps, using four different sam-
pling strategies, and seven sets with isolines, resulting from different isovalues and
evaluated their information content. The CNNs with the highest prediction accuracy
for the respective representations achieved an R2 score (coefficient of determination)
of 0.99 and 0.96.
We presented visualization methods that use aforementioned time-steps and isolines
to create static images of a complete simulation run and used them to create images
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of the evaluation data set with those representations that have the highest and lowest
information content. A comparison shows that former can summarize the progression
of the liquid flow while latter resulted in pretty indistinguishable pictures.
6.2. Limitations and Future Work
Although good results for the prediction of the MSE metric were achieved, training the
CNNs has proved to be non-trivial and we experienced two fundamental problems.
Training several instances of the CNN with the same data revealed that the SD of
the resulting evaluation loss is significant and requires to train multiple networks for
estimating the mean value. Due to the variance of the training process, it can only be
roughly estimated what proportion the quality of the training data has on the achieved
loss. Hence, only uncertain statements can be made about the information content of
different sets that have a similar loss. Another observed problem could be avoided
by using a training data set that contains more simulations: with small training data
sets the evaluation loss of some CNN instances stopped improving after the first
epoch. This could be caused by a saturation effect of the used ReLU neuron activation
function [KJF18] and examined by a statistical evaluation. Clarifying and solving
these two issues is the most important step for improving the proposed approach and
making it reliable. Therefore we suggest to comprehensively study the parameters of
the training process, e.g. examining other weight initialization methods, optimizers,
batch sizes and learning rates.
During the investigation on how the amount of representations used for training
influences the prediction accuracy we discovered that more representations do not
necessarily lead to better performance. The presented MSE metric can be learned
and predicted using only a limited number of representations, as long as the repre-
sentations do not originate from the beginning of the time series. Learning a more
sophisticated distance metric, such as the EMD, is likely to be more challenging, and
may help to better evaluate the information content of representations.
If the proposed measures prove that the presented method is suitable for the detailed
comparison of individual representations, it should be examined with other, poten-
tially volumetric, ensemble data sets. In addition, the use of other visual represen-
tations, like pathlines is an interesting extension of the method, because they enable
visualizations that convey the temporal evolution better. Another helpful extension
for the analysis of the ensemble space would be to apply an unsupervised classifi-
cation or clustering algorithm that groups simulations based on their characteristic
visualizations. This would allow to identify regions in the ensemble space that lead
to similar flow structures.
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Table A.1.: Setup parameters of the simulations in the evaluation data set
Index Reynolds number Offset Radius
0 60.0 5.0 70.0
1 60.0 20.0 40.0
2 60.0 30.0 80.0
3 75.0 7.5 35.0
4 86.25 1.875 38.75
5 87.5 8.125 40.0
6 88.125 8.125 38.75
7 90.0 10.0 47.5
8 90.625 2.1875 40.0
9 92.5 0.0 45.0
10 92.5 6.25 43.75
11 95.0 3.75 50.0
12 95.0 4.0625 43.75
13 95.0 4.375 40.0
14 95.0 7.5 35.0
15 95.625 5.9375 34.375
16 96.875 2.1875 46.875
17 97.1875 3.59375 43.4375
18 97.5 5.0 34.375
19 97.5 9.0625 45.0
20 97.5 11.25 37.5
21 98.4375 4.84375 33.4375
22 98.75 5.0 31.25
23 99.375 2.5 36.875
24 99.375 9.0625 33.75
25 99.6875 2.65625 35.9375
26 100.0 9.6875 33.125
27 100.0 15.0 80.0
28 100.0 25.0 60.0
29 100.0 40.0 70.0
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Table A.2.: Calculated distances between simulation pairs of the evaluation data set.
Idx 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
0 0.0 74.8 56.8 89.8 104.5 93.8 107.6 60.9 91.1 75.2 60.5 48.1 81.1 92.1 113.7
1 74.8 0.0 106.7 19.0 51.0 35.5 41.4 27.7 43.2 58.4 27.7 42.1 53.9 46.8 35.1
2 56.8 106.7 0.0 137.8 156.6 139.8 154.2 104.9 144.6 132.4 110.1 102.3 132.3 142.5 161.3
3 89.8 19.0 137.8 0.0 41.5 36.6 21.5 39.0 13.9 31.1 15.0 29.7 37.9 36.8 11.9
4 104.5 51.0 156.6 41.5 0.0 6.5 77.4 30.9 61.3 55.7 43.5 61.4 37.8 13.5 64.0
5 93.8 35.5 139.8 36.6 6.5 0.0 67.6 16.9 59.8 53.4 34.2 54.4 31.6 8.2 58.9
6 107.6 41.4 154.2 21.5 77.4 67.6 0.0 61.8 11.0 32.9 33.5 44.1 46.8 60.1 13.8
7 60.9 27.7 104.9 39.0 30.9 16.9 61.8 0.0 54.0 49.6 23.6 36.3 34.2 22.1 57.8
8 91.1 43.2 144.6 13.9 61.3 59.8 11.0 54.0 0.0 20.7 20.8 25.0 39.5 51.6 13.1
9 75.2 58.4 132.4 31.1 55.7 53.4 32.9 49.6 20.7 0.0 16.7 16.4 13.4 36.6 43.0
10 60.5 27.7 110.1 15.0 43.5 34.2 33.5 23.6 20.8 16.7 0.0 8.7 19.8 27.8 33.8
11 48.1 42.1 102.3 29.7 61.4 54.4 44.1 36.3 25.0 16.4 8.7 0.0 30.4 47.1 47.6
12 81.1 53.9 132.3 37.9 37.8 31.6 46.8 34.2 39.5 13.4 19.8 30.4 0.0 14.8 55.3
13 92.1 46.8 142.5 36.8 13.5 8.2 60.1 22.1 51.6 36.6 27.8 47.1 14.8 0.0 59.2
14 113.7 35.1 161.3 11.9 64.0 58.9 13.8 57.8 13.1 43.0 33.8 47.6 55.3 59.2 0.0
15 135.5 62.1 183.8 49.8 39.3 39.5 63.0 64.6 61.9 57.3 59.9 78.7 46.6 33.7 71.9
16 63.1 47.5 118.5 25.7 59.7 54.9 33.1 43.7 15.9 6.8 9.6 3.9 23.9 43.7 38.6
17 71.4 30.1 124.9 19.6 39.5 37.1 40.7 27.5 22.6 38.5 18.4 22.6 47.0 40.8 30.8
18 90.9 27.8 141.9 8.6 34.1 29.7 36.5 32.3 25.8 34.1 14.0 33.5 33.4 26.4 25.2
19 61.9 25.6 107.2 30.3 33.1 18.8 53.3 3.8 44.6 39.2 13.8 28.1 26.5 18.8 50.8
20 111.4 31.6 155.1 18.1 73.8 64.1 13.1 57.7 17.7 50.1 37.1 48.5 62.9 68.4 4.4
21 108.1 39.9 158.5 9.6 58.0 53.7 18.9 55.4 12.3 28.7 23.7 37.4 39.2 45.8 11.7
22 108.9 34.2 159.6 13.4 40.0 37.2 42.2 44.6 33.6 44.9 25.9 48.0 43.8 34.5 28.8
23 107.7 49.7 159.7 38.0 3.8 6.6 72.6 30.0 58.2 54.1 40.2 60.1 36.2 10.1 60.6
24 140.9 52.4 186.3 34.6 67.8 63.1 41.9 70.5 44.7 72.7 60.7 79.6 75.5 71.0 21.1
25 118.5 61.2 170.1 33.5 61.4 56.7 24.5 63.1 27.1 26.7 38.9 53.5 29.6 38.9 38.9
26 162.4 72.1 207.4 59.9 57.9 63.3 82.6 91.6 77.8 87.1 83.3 101.6 82.9 70.4 72.9
27 33.2 133.0 39.3 154.3 171.3 153.4 173.9 109.4 155.5 130.6 108.5 93.7 132.8 149.0 180.5
28 74.3 72.7 77.3 96.5 85.3 65.2 112.3 51.7 111.4 89.5 70.9 81.3 63.3 66.3 116.7
29 117.4 107.1 51.9 138.1 146.5 122.1 153.0 104.6 155.3 138.7 114.6 125.0 117.3 125.4 158.3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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Table A.3.: Calculated distances between simulation pairs of the evaluation data set.
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
135.5 63.1 71.4 90.9 61.9 111.4 108.1 108.9 107.7 140.9 118.5 162.4 33.2 74.3 117.4 0
62.1 47.5 30.1 27.8 25.6 31.6 39.9 34.2 49.7 52.4 61.2 72.1 133.0 72.7 107.1 1
183.8 118.5 124.9 141.9 107.2 155.1 158.5 159.6 159.7 186.3 170.1 207.4 39.3 77.3 51.9 2
49.8 25.7 19.6 8.6 30.3 18.1 9.6 13.4 38.0 34.6 33.5 59.9 154.3 96.5 138.1 3
39.3 59.7 39.5 34.1 33.1 73.8 58.0 40.0 3.8 67.8 61.4 57.9 171.3 85.3 146.5 4
39.5 54.9 37.1 29.7 18.8 64.1 53.7 37.2 6.6 63.1 56.7 63.3 153.4 65.2 122.1 5
63.0 33.1 40.7 36.5 53.3 13.1 18.9 42.2 72.6 41.9 24.5 82.6 173.9 112.3 153.0 6
64.6 43.7 27.5 32.3 3.8 57.7 55.4 44.6 30.0 70.5 63.1 91.6 109.4 51.7 104.6 7
61.9 15.9 22.6 25.8 44.6 17.7 12.3 33.6 58.2 44.7 27.1 77.8 155.5 111.4 155.3 8
57.3 6.8 38.5 34.1 39.2 50.1 28.7 44.9 54.1 72.7 26.7 87.1 130.6 89.5 138.7 9
59.9 9.6 18.4 14.0 13.8 37.1 23.7 25.9 40.2 60.7 38.9 83.3 108.5 70.9 114.6 10
78.7 3.9 22.6 33.5 28.1 48.5 37.4 48.0 60.1 79.6 53.5 101.6 93.7 81.3 125.0 11
46.6 23.9 47.0 33.4 26.5 62.9 39.2 43.8 36.2 75.5 29.6 82.9 132.8 63.3 117.3 12
33.7 43.7 40.8 26.4 18.8 68.4 45.8 34.5 10.1 71.0 38.9 70.4 149.0 66.3 125.4 13
71.9 38.6 30.8 25.2 50.8 4.4 11.7 28.8 60.6 21.1 38.9 72.9 180.5 116.7 158.3 14
0.0 69.3 65.2 45.4 59.1 80.6 57.3 46.7 31.2 98.5 33.6 45.5 206.9 118.5 169.7 15
69.3 0.0 25.5 31.1 33.5 41.7 27.5 43.7 57.7 70.9 39.3 92.4 113.8 88.4 133.2 16
65.2 25.5 0.0 22.0 23.3 32.5 33.7 33.0 37.8 57.8 55.5 80.6 130.8 98.8 147.0 17
45.4 31.1 22.0 0.0 21.7 35.6 16.6 6.1 27.7 48.0 34.6 65.0 149.1 93.7 139.6 18
59.1 33.5 23.3 21.7 0.0 52.5 44.1 34.0 29.7 69.6 52.5 88.7 107.8 56.2 105.8 19
80.6 41.7 32.5 35.6 52.5 0.0 21.5 40.3 71.1 25.1 49.6 79.7 175.9 113.9 152.4 20
57.3 27.5 33.7 16.6 44.1 21.5 0.0 19.3 51.4 31.7 24.4 72.6 170.1 108.7 152.0 21
46.7 43.7 33.0 6.1 34.0 40.3 19.3 0.0 32.8 48.2 38.2 65.0 171.3 107.2 153.1 22
31.2 57.7 37.8 27.7 29.7 71.1 51.4 32.8 0.0 69.3 53.2 56.8 171.2 87.8 147.1 23
98.5 70.9 57.8 48.0 69.6 25.1 31.7 48.2 69.3 0.0 65.0 88.4 210.0 120.8 168.2 24
33.6 39.3 55.5 34.6 52.5 49.6 24.4 38.2 53.2 65.0 0.0 83.9 184.3 112.3 161.2 25
45.5 92.4 80.6 65.0 88.7 79.7 72.6 65.0 56.8 88.4 83.9 0.0 237.6 143.1 191.3 26
206.9 113.8 130.8 149.1 107.8 175.9 170.1 171.3 171.2 210.0 184.3 237.6 0.0 84.2 88.4 27
118.5 88.4 98.8 93.7 56.2 113.9 108.7 107.2 87.8 120.8 112.3 143.1 84.2 0.0 32.4 28
169.7 133.2 147.0 139.6 105.8 152.4 152.0 153.1 147.1 168.2 161.2 191.3 88.4 32.4 0.0 29
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 Idx
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Figure A.1.: Transfer function visualization of the whole evaluation data set with the
three time steps V4200(ni,j, e), V18600(ni,j, e) and V28800(ni,j, e). The simula-
tions are indexed according to table A.1 on page 61.
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Figure A.2.: Transfer function visualization of the whole evaluation data set with the
three time steps V0(ni,j, e), V600(ni,j, e) and V1200(ni,j, e). The simulations
are indexed according to table A.1 on page 61.
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Figure A.3.: Isoline visualization of the whole evaluation data set with the four
isolines I0.35((ni,j, 6600), e), I0.35((ni,j, 12600), e), I0.35((ni,j, 19200), e) and
I0.35((ni,j, 25200), e). The simulations are indexed according to table A.1
on page 61.
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Figure A.4.: Isoline visualization of the whole evaluation data set with the four
isolines I0.4((ni,j, 6600), e), I0.4((ni,j, 12600), e), I0.4((ni,j, 19200), e) and
I0.4((ni,j, 25200), e). The simulations are indexed according to table A.1
on page 61.
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B. Zusammenfassung
Simulationen physikalischer Prozesse sind in vielen Forschungsbereichen von großer
Bedeutung. Typischerweise werden in diesem Zusammenhang zeitabhängige Volu-
mendaten mit hoher Auflösung erzeugt. Simulationen werden oft mehrfach mit ver-
schiedenen Setup-Parametern wiederholt, wodurch ein Ensemble-Datensatz erzeugt
wird, der mehrere Instanzen von volumetrischen Daten enthält. Die hochdimensio-
nale Natur dieser Ensemble-Datensätze verhindert die Anwendung klassischer, di-
rekter Visualisierungsmethoden und verlangt nach automatisierten Verfahren, welche
die Darstellung der Simulationsergebnisse unterstützen. Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit
der Analyse von raumzeitabhängigen Geschwindigkeitsdaten einer Flüssigkeit, die
einen Kanal mit einem runden Hindernis durchströmt. Wir stellen eine Methode zur
Extraktion von charakteristischen Repräsentationen auf Basis von künstlichen neu-
ronalen Netzen vor. Zu diesem Zweck werden zwei unterschiedliche Arten von Re-
präsentationen untersucht: Zeitschritte, welche das Geschwindigkeitsvektorfeld des
Flüssigkeitsstroms zu einem bestimmten Zeitpunkt enthalten und Isolinien, welche
Geschwindigkeitsvektoren einer bestimmten Länge markieren. Des Weiteren werden
Ergebnisse aus unterschiedlichen Simulationsdurchläufen paarweise verglichen und
ihre Ähnlichkeit mit einer Abstandsmetrik bewertet. Teilmengen der Simulationsda-
ten, in Form der zwei Repräsentationen, und die errechneten Abstandswerte dienen
als Eingabe und Zielausgabe für das überwachte Lernen der neuronalen Netze. Zum
Erlernen der Abstandsmetrik präsentieren wir ein neuronales Faltungsnetzwerk des-
sen Architektur auf die signifikante Größe der Eingangsdaten, die Verwendung unter-
schiedlicher Mengen von Repräsentationen und die Symmetrie der Metrik angepasst
ist. Die trainierten Netze werden verwendet, um die Abstände zwischen Simulationen
eines separaten Evaluierungsdatensatzes vorherzusagen. Die dabei erreichte Vorher-
sagegenauigkeit wird als Bewertung der zum Training verwendeten Repräsentationen
verwendet. Zusätzlich zum Verfahren der Selektion von charakteristischen Repräsen-
tationen, stellen wir Methoden zur Visualisierung von Zeitschritten und Isolinien über
den gesamten zeitlichen Verlauf einer Simulation vor. Die Effektivität der Auswahl-
methode wird in einer Gegenüberstellung von Visualisierungen, die aus jenen Reprä-
sentationen erzeugt wurden welche die jeweils höchste und niedrigste Vorhersagege-
nauigkeit erzielt haben, diskutiert.
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